
Your expert disclosure is due next month – 
now is when you should start thinking about 
retaining an expert, right? While every case 
is di!erent, the “just-in-time” engagement 
of an expert may not be the best choice for 
your client. Would it surprise you to know 
that some of the most experienced attorneys 
specializing in white collar criminal defense 
casvves involve their forensic accounting 
expert as soon as the client receives a target 
letter, even before it is known whether or not 
charges will be "led? #ere is a very good reason to utilize the 
strategy of involving your expert early in your case: it leverages 
the expert’s work to your advantage, and increases your chances 
for success. 

#ere are two ways to use expert services to bene"t your 
client: the consulting expert and the testifying expert. In some 
cases the same individual can serve in both capacities, although 
this is not recommended and should only be done with careful 
deliberation, as will be discussed. Regardless of which type of 
expert you will retain, it is important to be clear about the desired 
outcome for your case when you select and retain your expert 
and their "rm. In other words, begin with the end in mind. #is 
article will discuss the forensic accounting expert, but these same 
strategies apply to other types of experts in a variety of "elds.

#e consulting expert is a member of the legal team whose 
job it is to support the advocacy of the attorney. #e consulting 
expert identi"es the strengths and weaknesses in the client’s 
position with respect to the evidence, suggests alternate theories 
of the case based on the evidence, explains accounting concepts 
and terminology and sheds light on the potential rami"cations 
of the accounting transactions. #e consulting expert’s work 
is typically protected by attorney client privilege. However, if 
the consulting expert later testi"es, the privilege will almost 
certainly be pierced and all of the expert’s workproduct will be 
subject to disclosure, including the expert’s notes. Typically, a 
consulting expert would not testify, but the attorney must clearly 
communicate and delineate roles with the expert throughout 
the case. In some cases it may be unavoidable that you will need 
the consulting expert to testify, but this should be done with 
an abundance of caution and consideration of the risks to your 
client; it is generally not recommended. A savvy consulting 
expert will assist the attorney in balancing between potential 
discovery concerns and any desire for written workproduct. 

For example, in a case including allegations of white 
collar crime, tax evasion, embezzlement or fraud, the forensic 
accountant will analyze the documents, and will then meet with 
the legal team, and together they will review the accounting 
records. The consulting expert can assist the attorney in 
obtaining documents and discovery that the attorney might 
not have considered without the expert’s advice. #e expert may 
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give meaning to documents in discovery which 
the government didn’t analyze or understand. 
#e expert can also suggest the acquisition 
of other documents which the government 
failed to obtain. #is additional evidence can 
sometimes make or break the case.

Why hire the consulting expert when your 
client "rst receives a target letter, even before 
it’s known whether or not charges will be "led? 
#e consulting expert can conduct a limited 
assessment of the issues of concern and give 

you an idea of your client’s exposure. #is information, received 
in advance of any indictment or charges being "led, makes you 
a more e!ective advocate for your client.

In the alternative, the testifying expert is a neutral with no 
advocacy support role - unlike the consulting expert, who is 
part of the legal team with a role in support of the attorney’s 
advocacy. Although you don’t need the testifying expert quite 
as early as you will wish to engage the consulting expert, you 
will still be well served to call on them as early as possible. If 
you "rst engage the expert shortly before disclosure is due, you 
will get a very “quali"ed” opinion – that is an opinion which 
is full of quali"ers. When you give your expert limited time to 
examine records and evidence, they must qualify their opinion 
with words or phrases such as “probably”, “most likely”, “from 
my initial analysis” or “based on my limited test work”. Such 
quali"ers reduce the absolute quality of your expert’s opinion, 
and can subject their work to damaging cross-examination. 

Examination and analysis of documents and evidence, 
whether accounting records or some other evidence to be 
reviewed by an expert, will take time. Very often the testifying 
expert will request records that the attorney will not have 
obtained; record production and discovery will take additional 
time, and asking your expert to produce an opinion with only 
a portion of the relevant evidence can result in an incomplete 
opinion. #e earlier you hire your expert, and the more time 
they have to examine or test records and develop their complete 
opinion, the greater their ability to provide an opinion which 
will bene"t your client.

Retaining your testifying expert early gives you one other 
tactical advantage: If they work through the evidence and their 
opinion is contrary to your clients interests, or if they discover 
additional evidence that the prosecution didn’t "nd but that 
could be very damaging to your client, you still have time to 
change strategies, conduct further investigation, negotiate a plea 
deal or take other actions. If you’ve waited until the last minute 
to hire the expert, there may be insu$cient time to alter your 
case strategy.

Where should you "nd your expert? Whether you’re seeking 
a consulting expert to strategize as part of the legal team, or 
a testifying expert to give their neutral opinion in court, the 
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best expert referrals come from respected attorneys who have 
worked closely with the expert and their "rm. Good referral 
sources include members of the NMCDLA’s listserv and the list 
of experts at http://www.nmcdla.org/. Experts who volunteer 
as CLE speakers are another great source of expertise, and you 
have the added opportunity to gauge their e!ectiveness. #eir 
presentation is a window into how they will project on the 
stand - whether they are engaging and informative, or dry and 
plodding, this is how they will likely be perceived by the jury. 

#ere are websites that accept fees from individuals to 
promote them as national experts. While some of these experts 
are exceptionally quali"ed, others are not well respected. Be 
wary of any expert who won’t give you ten minutes of their 
time in a free consultation to discuss the general facts of your 
case to determine their suitability and experience. Whatever 
specialty you require, seek out an expert who routinely works 
both sides of the aisle, who is known for the integrity of their 
opinion regardless of which side hired them, and who can explain 
technical material without using industry jargon or terminology 
that the jury will "nd confusing or downright intractable. 

Is it ever too soon to start seeking out an expert? If you’re 
going to specialize in a particular area of criminal defense law, 
it might be worth your time to seek out experts in that specialty 

even before you have a client. When it comes to engaging an 
expert, whether as a consultant or as a testifying expert, the 
earlier in the case you retain them, the greater the likelihood 
that they can assist you in your quest to obtain the best possible 
outcome for your client. 

Sources:
Federal Rules of Evidence [Electronic (2010). Version]. 
Retrieved 11/4/2011 from http://www.law.cornell.edu/rules/
fre/#article_vii.

New Mexico Compilation Commission. (2011). New Mexico 
Rules Unannotated. Retrieved 11/1/11, from http://search.
nmcompcomm.us/nmsu/lpext.dll?f=templates&fn=main-h.
htm&2.0.

Beth A. Mohr, CFE, MPA, is managing partner of McHard 
Accounting Consulting LLC. Together with founding partner, 
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Accounting Consulting provides forensic accounting services, 
"nancial investigations, and litigation support services throughout 
New Mexico and the Southwest.

the End of Year CLE on Experts, Ethics and Professionalism? Order your self-study 
recording via NMCDLA’s website, www.nmcdla.org. 2.0 E/P hours of MCLE required credits.Did  you
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REST IN PEACE, LIVE IN PEACE

It is with a heavy heart that I address 
you, my colleagues, in this issue’s President’s 
message. As some of you may have heard by 
now, my mother was hospitalized two days 
before the DWI CLE on October 21, 2011 
and passed away the next afternoon. Before 
you read on, this message will be the exact 
opposite of a pity party for your President. 
I intend to explain how God, or any higher 
power you might (or might not) believe in 
gives us the strength to deal with adversity 
in our lives and give some advice on how to 
deal with it when it comes, which is rarely at a 
convenient time. First and foremost, life, and 
the relationships it brings us, are the single 
most important things we have. It outweighs 
our professions, the courts we appear in, our 
social obligations, our material possessions, 
and pretty much anything else I can think 
of. Many of us, if we are lucky, have parents, 
spouses, partners, relatives, children, and dear 
friends. We often rise to the occasion when 
they have legal problems, but how often do 
we rise to the occasion when they are ill, 
injured, depressed, hospitalized, or otherwise 
living under di!cult circumstances? I made a 
decision and promise when I was 13 years old 
and my parents divorced that I would always 
“take care” of my mother. May God rest her 
soul, she often made that promise a di!cult 
one to ful"ll. My mother was never satis"ed 
with anything I did. She always doled out 
praise in small doses, followed by “but....” I 
could have always in her mind done more, 
better, or di#erent. Lest you think I’m bitter, 
looking back I would have it no other way. 
She expected perfection, greatness, and the 
ability to solve the most challenging and 
impossible problems she threw my way. $e 
level of impossibility was not her concern. 
She had problems, big and small, and I HAD 
to "x them. “I can’t” was not an acceptable 

answer. Neither were “I don’t have time,” “I 
can’t be bothered with that right now,” or 
the generic “I’m busy.” She thought that if 
I was in court and she called me, that it was 
perfectly appropriate for me to say “excuse me 
your honor, my mother is on the phone and 
I have to answer it.” ($at was the one thing 
I de"nitely said I couldn’t and wouldn’t do.)

Now that she has passed, I feel immense 
sadness. I also feel immensely relieved. As 
her only source of "nancial, emotional and 
personal support, I gave her EVERYTHING 
I had and then some. I did it, sometimes 
with less than a sunny disposition, so that I 
could feel the way I do right now. I do not 
feel guilty. I have no regrets. I know that she 
was extremely proud of my accomplishments 
and the man I had become, although I usually 
heard about that secondhand from her friends 
and other relatives. She saved every newspaper 
clipping, television appearance or interview, 
and was never prouder than when I received 
the Charles Driscoll Award last year. To my 
mother, SHE won the Driscoll award. She 
was President of NMCDLA. She won my 
cases. She had a successful law practice. Why? 
Because she made ME.

After much re%ection, I grew to understand 
that she was preparing me to be the best son, 
husband, father, brother, cousin, nephew, 
uncle and LAWYER I could be. $at my 
ability to solve the impossible problems would 
help me navigate my way through life and 
deal with all the catastrophic consequences 
my clients claim they will su#er if I lose 
their cases. $at when challenged with that 
unpredictable and terrible twist or turn in my 
handling of their cases, I will be able to process 
the information, minimize the damage, take 
the punch, and continue on my path to an 
acceptable outcome or victory. $at when my 
daughters have a crisis at home or in school, 
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